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Overview

• Information accountability for social networks
• 5 restrictions
  – no-commercial
  – no-depiction
  – no-employment
  – no-financial
  – no-medical
First implementation on Facebook

Hey Ted, you can edit your Respect My Privacy settings here.

**no-commercial**: ✔

This restriction communicates that you do not want your profile and anything associated with it use for commercial purposes. For example, no one has your permission to use your picture or other parts of your profile for any commercial use.

**no-depiction**: 

This restriction communicates that you do not want your profile and anything associated with it used to depict you in a picture. For example, media sources do not have your permission to use your profile to identify you or someone else depicted in an image.

**no-employment**: 

This restriction communicates that you do not want your profile and anything associated with it used for employment purposes. For example, employers do not have your permission to use information from your profile to influence a hiring decision.

**no-financial**: ✔

This restriction communicates that you do not want your profile and anything associated with it used for financial purposes. For example, financial institutions do not have your permission to use information from your profile to influence a loan/credit decision.

**no-medical**: ✔

This restriction communicates that you do not want your profile and anything associated with it used for medical purposes. For example, medical institutions do not have your permission to use information from your profile to influence a medical insurance decision.

**One more thing!**

The Respect My Privacy project is still at its inception. We are planning to add more restrictions to help further protect your privacy! If you have any restrictions that you would like to see added to Respect My Privacy, please give us suggestions below!

Enter your suggestions here!

Save Respect My Privacy Settings
Facebook profile

Ted Kang

What's on your mind?

Share

Ted + Friends  Just Ted  Just Friends

Luke Peasley Not much. I can barely walk.. I used my legs too much these past to days. o: I'm like.. Imping on both legs. It's terrible. haha
April 3 at 9:34am  Comment  Like  See Wall-to-Wall

Jennifer Chou where's my $5, fool.
March 31 at 4:36pm  Comment  Like  See Wall-to-Wall

Jefferson Shin I'm in Burbank till the 19 of april
March 30 at 12:57pm  Comment  Like  See Wall-to-Wall

Steven Wysocky Wow, both a bachelors and soon to be masters from MIT, congrats.
March 23 at 12:20pm  Comment  Like  See Wall-to-Wall

Middle of Profile Omitted

Respect My Privacy

The information in this profile may not be used for employment purposes.

Albert Chang i like your 2nd quote
February 8 at 12:20am  Comment  Like

Jonathan Fu dude, cool trip to DC story book :-)
February 6 at 12:57pm  Comment  Like
Facebook: More Info

Respect My Privacy

Restrictions for

- no-commercial:

  This restriction communicates that this user does not want his/her profile and anything associated with it used for commercial purposes. For example, no one has permission to use the user’s picture or other parts of the profile for any commercial use.

- no-financial:

  This restriction communicates that the user does not want his/her profile and anything associated with it used for financial purposes. For example, financial institutions do not have permission to use information from the user’s profile to influence a loan/credit decision.

If you want to check out a different way of approaching privacy at Facebook, try Respect My Privacy. Get more info here.
Facebook: FOAF converter

Got FOAF?

The FOAF (Friend of a Friend) project is a way of representing people in a machine-readable format. It is part of a larger project, The Semantic Web. You can think of it your Facebook profile but without the structure and regulations of Facebook surrounding it. This FOAF file represents you on the Semantic Web!

This FOAF exporter will help you by creating a FOAF file based on your Facebook data. The FOAF exporter was created by Matthew Rowe (the original) and has been altered slightly to include your Respect My Privacy settings!

Download your new FOAF file (exported from you Facebook profile) below!

foaf-704170.rdf
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Future work

- Move towards decentralized social networking
  - Make FOAF panel mimic the functionality of a social network profile page
- On the Tabulator, we can move forward on accountability mechanisms.